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A B S T R A C T

A new track-multilayer ground model was established to investigate railway subgrade dynamic responses in-
duced by moving train load in this paper. The ground structure was modeled by an elastic layer overlying an
unsaturated porous elastic half space. The dynamic governing equations of the three-phase porous medium,
which are easy to be degraded to Biot's theory, were derived with consideration of both viscous drag and inertial
coupling between pore fluids and soil skeleton as well as capillary pressure. The model solutions were obtained
based on dynamic stiffness matrix method and Fourier transform and introducing corresponding boundary
condition. The vertical displacement on the subgrade top surface and the pore water pressure along the depth
were studied. The numerical results show that the effects of saturation, vehicle speed, train axle load and
subgrade bed material properties on the subgrade responses are significant.

1. Introduction

As the safety, comfort and stability demands of moving high speed
train improve, the problem of railway subgrade dynamic responses
caused by moving train load has attracted a lot of attention in recent
few decades. The high speed train not only has a more serious impact
on people's life but also makes greater damages for railway structures
than a normal-speed train does [1]. The unsaturated property of sub-
grade soil greatly affects the dynamic analysis of subgrade itself [2].
Thus, studying this dynamic response subject with consideration of
these effects is significant.

The multilayer soil model is widely used to investigate the dynamic
responses of the ground structure. Sheng et al. [3] analytically in-
vestigated the vibration generated by a moving harmonic load for three
different velocities along the track resting on the ground. Beskou et al.
[4] also studied the dynamic response of an plate on a cross-anisotropic
elastic half-plane based on analytical method. By means of numerical
simulation, Beskou et al. [5] and Ruiz et al. [6] respectively analyzed
vehicle-induced flexible pavement responses and traffic-induced
railway ground vibrations using commercial programs ANSYS and
PLAXIS. However, the effect of pore water cannot be considered in their
studies. By taking the impact of this important parameter into con-
sideration, under the plane-strain condition, Chen et al. [7] employed
full Biot's equations of motion to solve the dynamic problem of an

elastic plate on a cross-anisotropic poroelastic half-space. Treating the
ground as a multilayered structure, Lefeuve-Mesgouez and Mesgouez
[8] and Yao et al. [9] conducted the dynamic analysis by their pre-
sented models, of which the difference is that one ground was modeled
as a poroviscoelastic multilayered soil and the other one was denoted
by two elastic layers overlying a poroelastic half-space. While in prac-
tical engineering, the subgrade is unsaturated and Fredlund and Ra-
hardjo [10] repeatedly emphasized that the air phase had a significant
impact on the analysis of deformation and stress in unsaturated soils.
Therefore, it is much necessary to treat some ground structures as un-
saturated layers to carry out dynamic analysis.

In this paper, a railway track-elastic subgrade bed-unsaturated
porous subgrade model was built to obtain the train-load-induced
subgrade dynamic responses. Based on the dynamic stiffness matrix
method and Fourier transformation, the solutions for the track-ground
system were obtained and finally a parameter study was conducted by
numerical calculation.

2. Solutions for the railway track-ground system

2.1. For the track and elastic layer

A 3D track-multilayer ground coupling model is considered in this
study, as shown in Fig. 1. The track model and its solutions and some
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railway parameters are based on the research of Sheng et al. [3]. The
subgrade bed is modeled by an elastic layer with thickness Hb, of which
solutions can be given by six constants and a relation between dis-
placement and stress can be derived by [9]

= =−Σ S D U K U{ } [ ][ ] { } [ ]{ }b
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where [Db] and [Sb] denote displacement and stress matrixes, [Kb] is
dynamic stiffness matrix.

2.2. For the unsaturated half-space

In terms of the subgrade, for an unsaturated half-space, the behavior
law is given by
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where τs, εs are stress and strain vectors, respectively; λs, μs are Lame
constants and δij denotes Kronecker delta; θs represents volumetric
strain; the coefficient a=1﹣Kb/Ks, Kb, Ks respectively represent com-
pressive modulus of soil skeleton and solid grain and Kb«Ks; the
equivalent pore fluid pressure p= χpw﹢(1﹣χ)pa, pw, pa denote pore
pressures of water and air, χ is an effective stress parameter, of which
value is equal to that of saturation.

By introducing the relative displacement vectors w= nSr(uw﹣us),
v= n(1﹣Sr)(ua﹣us) and neglecting body force as well as dissipation, the
motion equation can be derived
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where us, uw and ua denote displacement vectors of solid grain, pore
water and air; the total density ρ=(1−n)ρs +nSrρw + n(1−Sr)ρa, ρs, ρw
and ρa are absolute mass densities of each individual phases, Sr is sa-
turation, n represents soil porosity; (▪) denotes time derivative.

Based on generalized Darcy's law, the seepage equations of motion
can be written as
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in which g represents gravity acceleration; kw, ka are permeability
coefficients, according to Fredlund and Rahardjo [10] kw = ρwgκkrw/ηw,
ka = ρagκkra/ηa, where ηw, ηa are dynamic viscosities, κ denotes intrinsic
permeability, the relative permeability coefficients krw, kra are obtained
based on theoretical pore size distribution model [11].

From Eqs. (2)–(4), the following equation can be derived
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Rewriting Eq. (2) based on space average method and using the
constitutive equation for solid grain deformation due to stress compo-
nent exerted on solid skeleton τss given by = −dρ ρ dt dτ K dt/( ) /(3 )s s ii

ss
s

then gives
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Likewise, similar relations exist for deformations of pore water and
air
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where Kw, Ka denote bulk compression modulus.
The mass conservation equations are written as [12]
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in which ρm (the subscripts m= s, w, a corresponding to solid grain,
water and air) stand for apparent densities, which are denoted by
ρs=(1−n)ρs, ρw=nSrρw and ρa= n(1−Sr)ρa.

Supposing that the change rates of n, ρm and Sr in space are far less
than that regarding time, combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) (m=s), the
porosity time derivative is obtained
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In order to obtain saturation time derivative, the soil water char-
acteristic curve model proposed by Genuchten [13] = − −S αp[1 ( ) ]e c

d m

is introduced, thus gives
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where the matrix suction pc = pa﹣pw, α, m and d are fitting parameters
and usually m=1−1/d, here m=0.5, d=2; the effective saturation
Se=(Sr﹣Sw0)/(1﹣Sw0), Sw0 is irreducible saturation. The variation of
shear modulus, which was influenced by saturation, was considered in
this study. Based on V-G model, the relationship between these two
parameters is given by [14]

= + − + ′− −μ μ S S φ α2200 ln( ( ) 1 ( ) )tan /s e e
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where μ denotes shear modulus in the saturated case, φ’ is internal
friction angle.

Putting Eqs. (7)–(10) into Eq. (8) (m=w, a) obtains
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where the coefficients A11-A24 and the related solutions can refer to
reference [14], then gives
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2.3. Boundary conditions and corresponding solutions

The displacement and stress are assumed to be continuous at the
ground interface, which is also considered to be fully permeable.
Combining these assumptions with Eqs. (1) and (13), the relationship
between displacements and stresses at each layer interface can be ob-
tained

= = −U B Σ K Σ{ } [ ]{ } [ ] { }1 (14)

where [B] denotes inverse stiffness matrix of which size is 8× 8 for
multilayer ground.

Four vertical plane contact forces P1(t), P2(t), P3(t), P4(t) with a
moving speed V along x direction are considered, as shown in Fig. 1.
According to results in studies [3,9], the vertical force induced by slab
can be obtained, therefore, the boundary conditions are given by

Fig. 1. Geometry of the track-ground model.
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where al are longitudinal coordinates of forces P t( )l when t=0, Fs is
the force which slab exerting on the ground.

One obtains subgrade surface dynamic displacement
=u B f ξ η( , )z

s
63 , based on inverse Fourier transformation, corresponding

dynamic responses can be obtained in the time domain.

2.4. Model validation

The vertical solid displacement responses along the line y=0 (case
(b) and case (c)) of a porous multilayered ground under moving loads
studied by Lefeuve-Mesgouez and Mesgouez [8] are used to verify the
accuracy of the presented model. In their study, an Euler beam was
treated as the track and the depth of single soft layer is 3.6m and the
loading frequency is 16 Hz, some necessary parameter values for com-
putation are also considered here. Sr is set as 0.999 to degenerate the
proposed model into a saturated one, hence χ=0.999, ka=0, A11

= A12 =A13 =A22 =As=0. Fig. 2 presents the comparison of nu-
merical results of these two cases with that of the presented model in
this paper and it can be observed that they are in good agreement for
both case (b) and case (c).

3. Numerical results and discussion

Some parameters of a single Thalys HST Y320A bogie were used to
investigate the subgrade surface dynamic response. For instant, the axle
load Paxle =170 kN, the distance between bogie centers Lb=14m and
bogie wheelbase Lw=3m. The necessary ground parameters for cal-
culation are given in Table 1. Ω is set as 2π rad/s if not otherwise de-
noted.

Figs. 3 and 4 present the effect of saturation on the subgrade re-
sponses. Six saturation values 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95 and 0.999, which
correspond to the ratios of dynamic shear modulus to that for fully
saturated condition are 2.57, 2.08, 1.68, 1.45, 1.31 and 1.04 based on
Eq. (11) and V=100m/s are considered. From Fig. 3, it can be seen
that the displacement increases with increasing saturation, especially
for the case of Sr=0.999, which increases by 77.63% compared with
that of Sr =0.8, Moreover, four displacement peaks appear at points
where the loads are exactly applied, away from these peaks, the dis-
placement response rapidly attenuates. As far as the pore water pres-
sure is concerned in Fig. 4, it increases as saturation increases and there
is a 70.17% decrease ratio in the maximum value with the variation of
saturation from 0.999 to 0.95. This result indicates that a significant

Fig. 2. Verification of the presented model.

Table 1
Ground parameters for calculation.

Soil Phase Parameter (Symbol) Unit Subgrade-bed Subgrade

Framework Depth (H) m 0.5 -
Elastic modulus (E) Mpa 150 80
Poisson ratio (v) - 0.25 0.35
Soil density (ρ) kg/m3 2250 -
Porosity (n) - - 0.4
Degree of saturation (Sr) - - 0.1–1.0 Sr
Effective stress parameter
(χ)

- - 0.05

Irreducible saturation (Sw0) m2 - 1*10-9

Intrinsic permeability (κ) - - 4*10-5

Fitting parameter (α) - - 0.5
Fitting parameter (m) - - 2
Fitting parameter (d) ° - 27
Effective frictional angle
(φ’)

Water Density (ρw) kg/m3 - 1000
Bulk modulus (Kw) GPa - 0.155
Viscosity (ηw) N∙s/m2 - 1.005*10-3

Air Density (ρa) kg/m3 - 1.29
Bulk modulus (Ka) kPa - 145
Viscosity (ηa) N∙s/m2 - 1.5075*10-5

Grain Bulk modulus (Ks) GPa - 2.96*109

Density (ρs) kg/m3 - 1861

Fig. 3. Effects of saturation on the displacement response.

Fig. 4. Effects of saturation on the pore water pressure.
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difference for pore water pressure exists when subgrade soil turns from
a saturated case to an unsaturated one. The pore water pressure value is
very small and even approaches zero when saturation is less than 0.8,
i.e., Sr =0.6 and 0.4. In addition, for a fixed saturation, the pore water
pressure reaches maximum value near the subgrade surface and de-
creases rapidly with increasing depth, finally tend to stabilize. This
phenomenon is related to the condition that the interface between the
subgrade bed and subgrade is totally permeable for water.

The vertical displacements for four different train speeds and axle
loads are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, where Sr is fixed at 0.8. As can be seen
from these two figures, the displacement increases as vehicle speed and
axle load grow but the effects are different in the response growing
tendency. For instant, the response maximum magnitudes have a linear
positive correlation with axle load, as shown in Fig. 6, however, the
magnitude growth rates for a high speed case are greater than that for a
low speed case, which can be demonstrated by the fact that the increase
rate for displacement is 1.83% as V increases from 20 to 60m/s and
then reaches 17.30% when V varies from 60 to 100m/s, as presented in
Fig. 5. Therefore, it is crucial to control vehicle speed and limit overload
to avoid larger displacements in unsaturated subgrade soil.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrates the response results for different subgrade
bed thickness Hb (from 0.5 to 2m) and Young's modulus Eb (from 150 to
1500MPa), herein Sr=0.8 and V=100m/s. It can be observed from
these figures that the displacement decreases with increasing Hb and Eb.

The displacement responses are concentrated mainly in the range of
−15m< x < 15m, which is approximately twice length of the train.
In Fig. 7, the maximum value of displacement decreases rapidly at a low
Hb and the decrease trend gradually becomes stable with Hb increases. It
reveals that there is an inefficiency effect on subgrade bed if Hb is
overvalued and a potentially catastrophic outcome for the case of an
undervalued thickness. In terms of the effect of Eb in Fig. 8, it can be
seen that the displacement decreases by 18.30% when Eb varies from
150 to 1500MPa. Hence, the subgrade bed thickness and Young's
modulus have a significant influence on subgrade dynamic responses
and it is important to determine reasonable values for both of them to
make subgrade stable and safe.

4. Conclusions

On the basis of the previous developments one can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions:

1. The responses of unsaturated railway subgrade are markedly af-
fected by saturation Sr. Both the vertical displacement and pore
water pressure increase as Sr increases. In fact, the impacts of Sr on
dynamically induced subgrade responses are realized through al-
tering the shear modulus value in unsaturated soil.

2. The train speed and axle load play an important role on the dynamic
responses of railway subgrade. The displacement increases with
increasing train speed and axle load. More specifically, the increase
rate of maximum value at high speed is much greater compared with
low speed case, however, the response amplitude has a linear

Fig. 5. Effects of vehicle speed on the vertical displacement response.

Fig. 6. Effects of train axle load on the vertical displacement response.

Fig. 7. Effects of subgrade bed thickness on the vertical displacement response.

Fig. 8. Effects of subgrade bed Young's modulus on the displacement response.
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positive correlation with axle load. These results indicate that the
vehicle speed should be closely controlled and limiting overloads is
necessary.

3. The subgrade bed thickness and Young's modulus have a significant
influence on the subgrade responses. The computed results show
that these two parameters should be carefully selected in the design
of subgrade bed for the reason that there is an inefficiency effect on
the subgrade bed if the thickness is overvalued and a potentially
catastrophic outcome for the undervalued case.
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